BULLETIN No. 1

for

66th IPC-Meeting

at

Hotel & Sports Academy LINDNER

Frankfurt/Main, GERMANY

1. ORGANIZER:

The 66th IPC Plenary Meeting will be organized by DEUTSCHER FALLSCHIRMSPORTVERBAND (DFV) e. V., the German Parachuting Federation (GPF), in close cooperation with Deutscher Aero Club (DAeC) e. V., the NAC of Germany. The DFV/GPF will be represented by Mr. Rainer EXI HOENLE, IPC-Delegate of Germany and Mr. Helmut Bastuck, Managing Director of DFV/GPF, as Head of the organization.

GPF: Deutscher Fallschirmsportverband (DFV) e. V., Comotorstr. 5; D-66802 Ueberherrn; P: +49-6836-92307, Fax: +49-6836-92307; e-mail: hb@dfv.aero,

IPC-Delegate(Germany): Dr. Rainer EXI Hoenle; P: +49-176-91495777; e-mail: ipcexi@gmx.net

2. VENUE for the MEETING:

The IPC-Plenary Meeting 2016 will be held at

LINDNER Hotel & Sports Academy, Otto-Fleck-Schneise 8, D-60528 FRANKFURT/Main (http://www.lindner.de)

Located in the so called “Frankfurter Stadtwald” (“City Forest”) the Hotel is new, modern and perfectly equipped for the needs of an IPC Plenary Meeting, in accordance of Annex 6 of IPC’s Internal Regulations. Nevertheless it is situated in a central and convenient location: only 7 km (= one station by regional train/S-Bahn) from Frankfurt International Airport, 7 km (= 2 stations by regional train/S-Bahn) from Frankfurt Central Railway-Station, 6 km to the center of Frankfurt City and only 1 km to the German highway system/Autobahn and 700 m to nearest train station (Frankfurt Stadion).

The Hotel & Sports Academy is a real good “playground” for meeting participants as well as for visitors in the “heart of the Sports in Germany”.

The hotel’s big conference room as main meeting room has 120 seats and the required technical equipment, e. g. LCD-projector and a loudspeaker system.

There are three(3) – four (4) additional smaller meeting- rooms for the different working groups‘ and subcommittees’ meetings with a capacity of 10 – 20 persons.

One (1) additional room will be used as secretary and technical support room with copy-machine, printers etc. All rooms are provided for the use of modern meeting-techniques like WiFi and networks.

The necessary support personnel will be provided by the DFV/GPF and the Hotel staff.

For breaks and meals, the hotel offers a spacious restaurant and a lobby bar.
All rooms for accommodation in the hotel are equipped with: phone, WiFi, digital SAT-TV-and radio-program, Safe, Mini-Bar, Flat-Screen-TV, desk open bathroom and are designed in a young and sportive design.

3. DATES of the MEETING:

The IPC-Plenary-Meeting 2016 (including Open Meetings and Plenary Meeting) will take place from Tuesday, 19th Jan. – Sunday, 24th Jan. 2016

Arrival: Tuesday, January, 19th 2016
Departure: Sunday, January, 24th 2016

The IPC Plenary Meeting itself will take place from Saturday, 23rd Jan. 2014 – Sunday, 24th Jan. 2016

4. ENTRY FEE:

**Full stay** – 19. – 24. Jan.: (Arrival: Tuesday, Departure: Sunday)

- **SINGLE ROOM:** 720,- € per person
- **DOUBLE ROOM:** 550,- € per person
- **ACCOMP. PERSON:** 420,- € per person (in double room!)

**Short stay** – 22. – 24. Jan.: (Arrival: Friday, only for Plenary Meeting, Departure Sunday)

- **SINGLE ROOM:** 200,- € per person
- **DOUBLE ROOM:** 130,- € per person
- **ACCOMP. PERSON:** 130,- € per person (in double room!)

The rooms are all in ***-“Business Class” equipment and standard.

Registration fee must be paid per person in EURO only and in advance per bank transfer.

The fee includes:

**Full stay:**
- accommodation for five (5) nights
- breakfast, lunch, two coffee breaks per day, Gala dinner on 23rd
- usage of the hotel facilities

**Short stay: (NO registration fee!!)**
- accommodation for two (2) nights including breakfast
- Participation at Gala-Dinner: € 30,- (EUR) per person **in addition!**

Dinner à la carte in the restaurant can be made by reservation one day before on a self paying basis.

For additional days prior and after the meeting please contact the organizer ([hb@dfv.aero](mailto:hb@dfv.aero)).
ATTENTION: GUARANTEED THROUGH PRE-PAYMENT UPON REGISTRATION ONLY!

Reservations including payments must be received by 8th Jan. 2016 or before (full stay) or by 11th Jan. 2016 (short stay) in order to be guaranteed.
In case of a cancellation less than ten (10) days before the final reservation date (on or after 9th Jan. 2016 for full stay, on or after 12th Jan. 2016 for short stay) there is NO REFUND of an entrée fee payment will be possible.

For additional hotels in the vicinity of the airport Frankfurt or Frankfurt City please visit directly www.booking.com, www.hrs.de, www.hotels.com etc. or/and other web-based providers.

5. PAYMENT DETAILS
Payment must be made in advance in EURO by wire transfer to the following bank account. All bank fees have to be paid by the sender (OUR).

International:

Account holder name: Deutsch.Fallschirm.Verband DFV
Adress: Comotorstr. 5; D-66802 Ueberherrn
Name of Bank: Kreissparkasse Saarlouis
Bank address: Titzsstr.1; D-66740 Saarlouis
Account-number (IBAN): DE36 5935 0110 0230 4060 01
BIC-Code (SWIFT): KRSADE55XXX
Remark/Transfer reason: Entry fee IPC-Meeting 2016 Name or NAC

6. ARRIVAL and DEPARTURE:

For participants, arriving by plane, the Frankfurt International Airport (FRA) will be the best choice. Continuing by train is the easiest way to get to the hotel.
After exiting the luggage pick-up area follow train-signs to Frankfurt Regionalbahnhof (Regional train station). Upon arrival at Regionalbahnhof buy a one-trip train ticket at a vending machine or at the travel center to FRANKFURT STADION (one station by line S 8 in direction to Frankfurt Central Station, mainly leaving from track 1) board front of train and get off at Frankfurt STADION and take the Stadion exit, which is in the direction of the train). Some organizer staff will be available at this exit to assist you, and to pick you up at Frankfurt Stadion station.
Same procedure will work for departure.
Arriving by train or car (from central or eastern Europe) is also very easy.
Book ticket to Frankfurt STADION, two stations by subway (line S 8) away from Frankfurt Central Station. Leave S8-train at Frankfurt Stadion and exit station by using the Stadion exit, which is near the rear end of the train. Look for organizer staff as above.
The convenient highway exit (Highway A 3) is really close to the hotel. The hotel has it's own parkhouse ca.100 m away. Costs are 10,- € per day and car.
GPS navigation data: 50° 04’ 05” N 008° 38’ 31” E
7. **IPC-Delegates, IPC-Alternate Delegates, Official Observers**

IPC Delegates and Alternate Delegates must be listed on the FAI list of Delegates and Alternate and Delegates. Official observers need written approval of their NAC of their official status to be recorded by the IPC-Bureau and /or FAI HO

The DFV/GPF is very happy to host the 66th IPC-Plenary Meeting and will do its best to provide a well organized setting for a successful meeting to which we are looking forward to welcome all of you.

*originally signed by*  
Dr. Rainer EXI HOENLE  
IPC-Delegate Germany

*originally signed by*  
Helmut Bastuck  
Managing Director DFV

**Attachment:**  
* Maps with location details